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Welcome to the inaugural issue of Polyethylene Perspectives, a newsletter
dedicated to polyethylene-based products and solutions.
Stay up-to-date by subscribing to Polyethylene Perspectives today!
Subscribe now
Case Study

Creating sturdy, attractive laminated pouches

A collaboration between ExxonMobil and Reifenhäuser has developed a PE
substrate that offers high stiffness with excellent optical properties for
100% PE laminated pouches.
Learn more

Market Insights

ExxonMobil PE Market Insights:
September 2020
With many sources of data available, we want to
share our perspectives with customers and value
chain partners on the PE business. Our aim is to
provide meaningful information to help you make
informed decisions.

Download now

Case study

Sustainable collation shrink packaging
Collation shrink packaging can now be made
using recycled polyethylene and virgin
performance polyethylene (PE) polymers without
compromising performance.

See now

Case study

Every season is growing season with
Exceed XP
Northern China’s winters are too cold to grow
vegetables outdoors. See how Exceed™ XP
performance PE polymers portfolio of products
offers solutions to fabricate extremely damageresistant, large lay-flat films that help farmers
protect and grow their fruit, vegetables and
flowers – throughout the year.

View video

COVID-19 support

Mobilizing forces to protect hospital
workers in Spain
When an innovative customer in Spain quickly
transformed its production lines to provide
protective products for frontline medical workers,
we wanted to help right away. ExxonMobil, along
with other leading polyethylene suppliers,
donated raw materials to Armando Alvarez
Group, which is now manufacturing and
distributing protective coveralls for hospitals at
no charge.

Learn how

Upcoming webinar

Answering the call for sustainable PE
film solutions.
Wednesday, November 18, 10:00 am, Central
Standard time (UTC -6:00)

Tyler Baran and Tom Miller will present an
overview of several mechanically
recyclable, flexible packaging solutions for
primary and secondary packaging. This is a
short webinar providing a high-level
overview of resin and package
performance. Detailed follow-up
discussions are welcome and will be
arranged after the presentation.
Register now
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